
Moorthorpe Primary School: Curriculum Progression 

ART & DESIGN 

Year Mixed Media 

EYFS 

- Handle, manipulate and enjoy using various materials 

- Create simple collages using paper, pasta, beans and larger tactile things 

- Select, sort, tear and glue items down to create an image 
- Use simple techniques appropriately  

- Experiment to create different textures using appropriate equipment 

 

KS1 
 

- Build on previous knowledge of materials to create collages, using some 
smaller items 

- Arrange and glue materials to different backgrounds 
- Use various collage materials to create a picture  

- Develop skills of overlapping to create effect 

- Use paints, dyes, crayons and other media to make individual and group 
designs on different surfaces.   

- Discuss how textiles can create household items. 
- Use simple paper and/or material (such as ribbons, chunky threads) when 

weaving using a card loom  

- Stitch using large eyed needles e.g. Running stitch. 

LKS2  

- Show increased confidence with cutting and tearing paper. 

- Experiment using different colours and textures and combining these to create 

an image 
- Experiment with a range of collage techniques such as tearing, overlapping, 

and layering to create images and represent different texture 
- Use collage as a means of collecting ideas and information to build a visual 

vocabulary 

- Develop more advanced printing and dyeing techniques, combining different 
processes. 

- Use colour to express an idea in weaving, such as the weather, seasons, 

moods or to create a specific picture  
- Make use of applique to attach fabric shapes by using various stitches. 

UKS2 

- Display greater precision in work.  

- Use a range of resources to create art pieces 
- Experiment with techniques and colours that create a contrasting texture such 

as light and dark, rough and smooth, plain and patterned 
- Apply knowledge of various techniques to express feelings and evoke emotions  

- Choose the most appropriate materials to fit the purpose.  

- Develop ability to embellish, using applique, stitching, drawing, sticking, 
cutting, paint, weaving and layering 

- Use different grades of threads and needles to add embellishments and a 
range of stitches 

- Use and select a range of printing/resist techniques e.g. Tie dye and Batik 
 


